
NUCLEAR SP I N RELAXATION I N M ETALS: Rh, Pd, AN D Ag

spin-lattice relaxation rate was found to be ten times
faster than predicted. This enhancement might be
associated with the strong electron-electron interactions
in this metal. This conclusion, however, is quite
tentative since electric-quadrupole and paramagnetic-
impurity processes may also contribute signi6cantly.
The impurity mechanism may be important despite
the high purity of our samples, because of the long range
of indirect spin couplings in palladium. It is hoped that

nuclear resonance studies in the Rh-Pd and Pd-Ag
alloy systems, presently in progress, will make it
possible to interpret the spin-lattice relaxation rates in
pure palladium with greater certainty.
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The intrinsic absorbing power due to interband transitions in Na is calculated, using orthogonalized

plane waves to evaluate the matrix elements appearing in the oscillator strengths, and a realistic band
structure, obtained from a pseudopotential interpolation scheme, to perform the sum over k space. It is
found that for a pseudopotential form factor U110 in reasonable agreement with the results of Fermi-surface
measurements and band calculations, the calculated absorbing power is an order of magnitude smaller than
that indicated by the experimental data of Mayer and co-workers, or by the data of Ives and Briggs.

INTRODUCTION

ECENT experiments by Mayer and co-workers'
on the optical spectra of the alkali metals from the

near infrared to the near ultraviolet, performed under
conditions of high surface purity and in high vacuum,
have demonstrated the existence of resonance behavior
in the absorptivity at energies below the band-theoreti-
cally predicted onset of interband absorption. In K and
Cs this resonance is suSciently large and broad to
mask completely the interband threshold. On the other
hand, in Na one can clearly distinguish the Drude ab-
sorption in the infrared region, the resonance near 1.7
eV, and the interband absorption region beginning near
the value 2.0 eV, predicted by theory. At low tempera-
ture, —183'C, the resonance disappears, and only the
Drude and interband contributions to the absorptivity
are present in Na. The origin of the resonance is as yet
poorly understood, and for this reason it was felt that
any comparison of the band-theoretically calculated
absorptivity with experiment was most likely to succeed
for a metal where this resonance was weakest. For this
reason we will concentrate on Na throughout the re-
mainder of this paper.

Butcher' has calculated the absorptivity of the alkali
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metals using the one-electron approximation and a
nearly free-electron band model. In his calculation he
leaves as an adjustable parameter the pseudopotential
form factor Vrrp, $Vryp= V(6), 6= (1, 1, 0)2sr/tt, where
a is the lattice constant), which he uses to fit the ex-
perimental results of Ives and Briggs. e Fitting the
Ives-Briggs data for Na he obtained V]Ip=0.323 eV;
when Butcher's results are Qtted to Mayer's data for
Na one obtains VI]p=0.457 eV. This value for VIIp is
in marked disagreement with those inferred from the
band calculations of Harn and others' and from Fermi-
surface data. '

Examining Butcher's work one comes to the con-
clusion that within the one-electron approximation
there are a number of de6ciencies in Butcher's band
model which might account for the discrepancy.

Primary among these is Butcher's use of plane waves
to calculate the oscillator strengths. While it is known
that Na is an excellent "nearly free-electron" metal to
the extent that its Fermi surface is nearly spherical, it
is by no means true that its one-electron wave functions
are plane waves. A serious deficiency in the choice of
plane waves is their lack of orthogonalization to the
core states. As Herring' has shown, the use of orthogo-

' H. E. Ives and H. B.Briggs, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 26, 238 (1936);
27, 181, 395 (1937).

4 F. S. Ham, Phys Rev. 128, 82 .(1962);V. Heine and I. Abaren-
kov, Phil. Mag. 9, 451 (1964).

5 C. C. Grimes and A. l. Kip, Phys. Rev. 132, 1991 (1963);
D. Shoenberg and P. J. Stiles, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 281, 62
(1964).
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nalized plane waves (O.P.W.) assures that the wave
functions used will be orthogonal to the core states.
The use of O.P.W. functions changes qualitatively the
structure of the oscillator strengths. Before the addition
of the core terms the wave function had not only the
required translation symmetry under the crystal space
group, but complete symmetry under infinitesimal trans-
lations. This added symmetry leads to the stringent
requirement that only plane waves with the same k
vectors will give nonvanishing contributions to the
oscillator strengths. With the addition of the core terms
the wave functions no longer have infinitesimal trans-
lation symmetry, and the matrix element in the oscilla-
tor strength will be nonzero for wave functions with k
vectors di6ering by a reciprocal lattice vector.

In light of the above analysis it was decided to redo
Butcher's calculation using orthogonalized plane waves
instead of plane waves, and to reine further the calcu-
lation by using a band structure as given by a pseudo-
potential calculation, using six plane waves and two
adjustable parameters, V»0 and V2pp which could be
chosen to yield bands in agreement with those calcu-
lated by Ham, rather than a free-electron energy spec-
trum, as assumed by Butcher.

In Sec. I, an expression will be derived for the matrix
element entering the oscillator strength using O.P.W.
In Sec. II, we discuss the computational technique used
for evaluating the absorbing power, and the procedures
used to ensure its accuracy. Section III contains the
results of our calculation and a discussion of these
results.

I. THEORY

The intrinsic absorbing power of a homogeneous iso-
tropic medium a ((c) is defined by (R), =o ((c)(E')„,
where (R), is the mean rate of absorption of electro-
magnetic energy per unit volume and E is the incident
electric 6eld. The absorbing power is given by

It 2e)' l(2klv„l1k)l'
o.(o)) =—

I
dSst,

I
v,Q„(k) I

where I1k) and I2k) are the wave functions of the con-
duction band, denoted by 1, and the next highest state,
denoted by 2, respectively. t'tQ»(k) is the energy dif-
ference between bands 2 and 1, while d52~ is the surface
element on the surface Q»(k) =(c, where &c is the fre-
quency of the incident photon. The surface integral
need be performed over only 1/48 of the surface
Q»(k) =(c, for reasons of syrrunetry. All other symbols
have their usual meaning. Now

are obtained from the pseudopotential calculation. In
the sum over G, as in all such future sums, G ranges
over the six reciprocal lattice vectors (0,0,0), (1,1,0),
(1,0,1), (0,1,1), (1,1,0), and (1,0,1). We have set 2sr/(t,
where u is the lattice constant„equal to 1. The Xk are
O.P.W., given by

f t(k)=
n, ~2

N«(r)j t(kr)r'dr, (6)

where Ft„are the usual spherical harmonics and jt(kr)
are spherical Bessel functions of order l.

The xk have a norm given by
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A straightforward although somewhat tedious calcula-
tion gives
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where, specializing to the case of Na,
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00 is the atomic volume, equal to 4m' in our units; E is
the number of atoms; N„t (r—R„) is the atomic wave
function, with the usual quantum number e,l,m,
measured from a lattice site R„.r The B„t., k, chosen
so that xk are orthogonal to the core states (which we
have assumed are represented by tight-binding wave
functions), are given by

+1k QG (tk GXk G- —

Ppk gG (tk—G xk—G I

where a& G"', satisfying

gG (tk G( )(tk G(S)=$,

(2a)

(2b)
We have used k to denote k/I k I.

~ The radial part of u„~ (r), u„~{r),was represented in the form
Z; A;r" e "'", where A;, I;, and X; were chosen to obtain a good
6t to the numerically tabulated u &(r) given by F. Herman and
S. Skillman [Atomic Strttct' ttre Catculati orts (Prentice-Hall,
Inc. , Englewood Cli(Is, New Jersey, 1963)g.
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It should be noted that (1) is derived on the assump-
tion that 0» and 4» are orthgonal and normalized to
unity. The norm of X& is a slowly varying function of
k and was assumed constant and equal to its value at
k=0.62, which is 0.932. The norm of 0'~~, assuming Xk
are normalized to unity, is approximately 1.1 while that
of 0» is approximately 0.9, also assumed independent
of k. The product of the norms of +» and%'» is very
close to one. Vile have therefore taken care of the nor-
malization requirements of the%'» and%'» by dividing
the norm of xs before inserting

I (%rs I
V i@sr,) Is into

(1).4» and%'sr, are not strictly orthogonal, with

(%r I@s)=0.01.
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This was felt to be sufBciently small compared to the
core orthogonality terms themselves (=0.1) not to
introduce significant errors in the calculation. LThis
lack of orthogonality rejects the nonlocal character of
the pseudopotential, which is neglected here. )

Photon energy-eV

FIG. 2. The absorbing power 0 is plotted against incident photon
energy. The experimentally observed 0- is compared with that de-
termined by Butcher (Ref. 2) and the author for various values
of V110. Note carefully that 0 for VOID=0. 11 eV, VI1p=0.190 eV
have been multiplied by 10.0.

II. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

The integral in (1) was evaluated by numerical tech-
niques on an I.B.M. 7094 electronic computer. Because
of cubic synunetry it is possible to restrict the integral
to only that part of the surface Qpr(k) =or contained in
the wedge-shaped region shown in Fig. 1. This restric-
tion is already rejected in (1). The procedure for per-
forming the integral over a surface of constant Qsr (k) =pr

was the following; A spherical net of 5000 points
between k =0.62 and k =0.5 for Qsr (k) was defined within
the wedge. It was then simple for the machine to
perform the integral over surfaces of constant Qsr (k) = or.

Because a fixed net was used, the points on the planes
bounded by A and Z and Z and 6 were weighted by a
symmetry factor —,', since each point on these planes
also occurs on an adjacent wedge. ' The accuracy of the

kz
ll

~k
Y

FIG. 1. The Brillouin zone of sodium showing the wedge-shaped
region within which Eq. (1) was evaluated.

8 The plane bounded by A and 5 was not weighted by a sym-
metry factor since the net was randomly distributed in respect to
this plane and. the region near this plane was of little importance

program for doing the above integration was tested by
assuming that Qst(k) and I(+tr, lVI@ss)Is were in
closed forms as given by Butcher. ' When this was done
it was found that the machine-calculated o (or) agreed
with the o (pp) obtained from Butcher's analytic solution
within a few percent.

To test that the correct f„r(k) were being used, those
given by WoodrufP for Si were scaled down by using
the general result that

frri ~ (0core/fop) (12)

where 0„„is the volume occupied by the core states.
The f„& scaled properly within the approximation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have calculated o. (or) for Vrtp=0. 0132 Vspp
=0.066 ' Vzzp= 0.0232 V2pp= 0.066; and V~~p= 0.140,
Vsse=0.066, in units where k'/2rrp=1 and 2rr/a=1. In
these units 1 eV= 0.122. The results of these calculations
are shown in Fig. 2. Our 6rst choices for V»p and V2pp,

0.0132 and 0.66, respectively, were governed by the re-
quirement that the bands calculated from our pseudo-
potential interpolation scheme should agree with the
bands given by HamP along symmetry directions for
the region of the Brillouin zone (B.Z.) 0.5(k&0.62.
Outside this region kQsr(k))4. 0 eV, and since we were
interested in calculating o (or) between 2.0 and 4.0 eV,
there was no need to insist that our bands agree through-
out the zone. In general, the pseudopotential form
factors are energy- and momentum-dependent; it is only
because we restrict k to a relatively narrow region of
the B.Z. that we are able to obtain accurate bands from
our simple pseudopotential interpolation scheme. As
Fig. 2 shows, for this choice of parameters o. (or) is more

in the evaluation of o (or) in the energy region we were interested
in.

e T. 0. Woodruff, Solid State Phys. 4, 3$' (1957).
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than an order of magnitude too small. The discrepancy
is also present in Butcher's work when the same V»p is
used. The core terms do not supply the hoped-for
oscillator strength to reconcile theory and experiment.
In fact, they suppress our ~(~) in. comparison with the
0 (ar) calculated by Butcher.

That the core terms contribute so little and even
suppress o. (a&) is rather surprising, but can be seen in
retrospect as follows. We 6rst restrict ourselves to the
two equivalent vectors k and k—(1,1,0), since most of
the contribution to a(cu) comes from the region in k
space near the Z direction, where we need let 6 take on
the values (0,0,0) and (1,1,0) in (2a, 2b) to obtain an
adequate representation of 0'» and 42k. We set
k'=k —(1,1,0). Now (X" ~%~X') is made up of three
contributions: A(k, k'), which comes from a matrix
of the form (plane wave ~%~core); B(k,k'), which
comes from a matrix of the form (core~ V ~core); and

k/28+, g' which comes from a matrix of the form
(plane wave

~
V~ plane wave). For 0=0.62 and k'=0.8,

A (k,k') =0.0258 and 8(k,k') = —0.022. We see that the
core-core and core-plane-wave terms almost com-
pletely cancel each other in the region of k space of
interest. The core terms are further weakened because
k and k' are approximately antiparallel for k near Z
and the first and second terms on the right-hand side of
(8) partially cancel each other.

When one considers (Xk~V~X'), we hand A(k, k)
=0.044 and B(k,k) = —0.022. This change in A results
from the change in the sign of cosykk. as we go from the
case where the two k vectors are antiparallel to parallel.
For k=k' a core contribution of =0.022 survives and
interferes with the —0.31 contribution due to the
k/28zz term. We assume k=0.62. This explains why
0. (&u) is suppressed by the addition of the core terms to
the plane waves.

We have also calculated a-(&u) for Upgo=0. 0232,
V2pp=0. 066; and V»p=0. 14 V2pp=0. 066. While both
these choices give band structures in disagreement with
Ham's calculation, the former choice for V»p falls
within the upper limit for V»p determined below. It was
chosen to show how a(&a) changes with Vuo. The latter
set of parameters indicates how large a V»p is needed
to obtain a 0. (a&) which agrees with o. (or), ~ insofar as its
magnitude is concerned. Inspection of Fig. 2 indicates
that as we increase V"0 from 0.0132 to 0.0232, o. (cv)

near its maximum increases roughly like V»p. ' Note
that the shape of 0(~) calculated for Vuo ——0.0232
agrees with o. (&a), ~., but its magnitude is much too
small. As was stated above, a V»p=0. 14 was needed to
obtain a 0 (a&) which roughly agrees in magnitude with
o. (&o), ~., but which, as Fig. 2 clearly shows, has the
wrong shape.

Before drawing any conclusions from this calculation
it would be appropriate to review the experimental and
theoretical work which throws light on the "best"
choice for our parameters, V»p and V2pp. Our aim will
be to correlate the experimental and theoretical results

TssLz I. Energies in electron volts.

Ham
Heine
Abarenk. ov
Ashcroft~

U110

0.11

0.242

0, 18

U200

0.90

U110

—0.24

—0.055

—0.23

~ 200

—0.33

—1.16

a Ashcroft obtains Viio and V2oo for K from the work of Shoenberg and
Stiles (Ref. 5) Vino for Na was estimated by Ashcroft from an analysis of
the specific-heat effective mass.

so as to place an upper limit on V»p. We shall not be
concerned with V20O, since its influence upon o(~) is
very small compared to V»p.

Two of the most recent and reined band calculations
for the alkali metals have been done by Ham and by
Heine and Abarenkov (HA).4 Using Ham's results for
Na one obtains V»p= 0.115 eV, if we make the assump-
tion that V»D equals one-half the band gap at 1V (see
Fig. 1). HA obtain Vuo ——0.245 eV. There is, however,
strong evidence favoring the value obtained by Ham.
As is clear from Table I, both Ham and HA are in good
agreement as to the change in V»p as one goes through
the alkali metals; HA's values, however, are shifted by

0.20 eV compared to Ham's.
Now Ashcroft, ' using the experimentallys deter-

mined shapes of the Fermi surfaces of K and Rb, de-
termined V»p in these metals. His results for K are in
excellent agreement with those of Ham. Ashcroft
obtains V»p= 0.23 eV compared to Ham's 0.24 eV. The
excellent agreement between Ham's and Ashcroft's
results for K, together with the agreement between HA
and Ham as to the proper trend of V»p in the alkalis
strongly supports the contention that the value ob-
tained from Ham's work for Na is correct.

Furthermore, de Haas-Van Alphen experiments by
Shoenberg and Stiles (SS) and cyclotron-resonance
experiments by Grimes and Kip (GK) obtain for the
Fermi surface anisotropy in Na values in substantially
better agreement with those predicted by Ham than by
HA. Shoenberg and Stiles estimate that Dr/r, the varia-
tion of the radius of the Fermi surface r, is less than
5.0&(10 4, while GK are unable to detect any anisot-
ropy. This should be compared with Ham's prediction
of no detectable anisotropy and HA's prediction of
between 1.0)&10 ' and 4.5)&10 ' for Ar/r.

One final point remains: V»p obtained from Ham was
evaluated at S, while it might be more appropriate to
evaluate U»p at the Fermi energy Ep. This variation,
as HA show, is expected to be only a few hundredths of
an eV (=0.04 eV) for Na. Keeping this in mind and the
fact that the above analysis is only accurate to within a
few hundredths of an eV, we can safely set an upper
limit of 0.2 eV on V»p.

If we accept the experimental values of Mayer and
Hietel or of Ives and Briggs, then the above calculation

"N. Ashcroft, Phys. Rev. 140, A935 (1965).
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shows that the one-electron theory may not be capable
of obtaining the correct magnitude of interband ab-
sorption in alkali metals. A similar conclusion was pre-
viously reached" for Al. There r, (the mean inter-
electronic spacing in Bohr units) is 2.0 and the calcu-
lated absorption was three times smaller than that ob-
served. In Na we have r, =3.96 and the calculated ab-
sorption appears to be at least ten times smaller than
observed. Possibly the anomalously large interband
absorption indicates breakdown of the one-electron
theory at short wavelengths. This breakdown could
also lead to the observed resonance behavior. Because
interband absorption refers to axed momentum trans-
fers tl=k —k'=I, rather than a range of momentum
transfer (as would arise in resonance formation), it may

"H. Khrenreich, H. R. Philipp, and B. Segall, Phys. Rev. 132,
1918 (1963).

form a suitable starting point for theoretical research
in the intermediate density regime r,&1.

ftfote added irt Proof F.urther de Haas —Van Alphen
experiments on Na by M. J. G. I.ee tentatively indicate
a somewhat larger value of

~
Vrrp~ than quoted in this

paper (the new value is slightly above our upper limit
of 0.2 eV). While further work is expected to add a
second significant figure to this result, we do not believe
that this slightly larger value will alter the conclusions
of this paper. We are grateful to Dr. D. Shoenberg for
permission to mention Lee's preliminary results.
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g-Be, Ag-Li Cu-Be, Au-Mg, and Au-Al were irradiated by 12-MeV protons at 80'K. High-resolution
jsochronals were then obtained from —130 to 90'C and activation energies were determined every 10'C using
the change-of-slope method. The order associated with the reaction kinetics was determined at temperatures
appropriate for the various annealing peaks by 6tting 240-min isothermal anneals to 6rst or second order. The
recovery of the silver and copper alloys showed remarkable similarity to pure silver and copper, but the gold-
alloy recovery was markedly altered as compared with pure gold. Activation energies for the stage-III defect
in silver, copper, and gold alloys were found to be 0.64, 0.71, and 0.70 eV, respectively. The copper and silver
alloys had a small 6rst-order recovery stage near the low-temperature side of the main stage-III annealing
peak. The main stage-III peak obeyed second-order kinetics in all cases. In the gold alloys the stage-III re-
covery was composed of a main second-order annealing peak with a small second-order annealing peak on
each side of the main peak. These annealing results have been 6tted to the various models for the recovery pf
damage, and some conclusions are drawn.

I. INTRODUCTION

A T present the basic nature of the annealing
processes occurring in stage I (10 to 100'K) is

reasonably well understood. In both fcc and bcc metals
a series of close interstitial vacancy pairs recombine. ' '
At a temperature a little above temperatures associated
with these close pairs, one has demonstrated long-range
migration of an interstitial in copper and aluminum. ' '

*This research was supported in part by the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission Contract No. AT(11-1)-1198.

' G. D. Magnuson, W. Palmer, and J. S. Koehler, Phys. Rev.
109, 1990 (1958).

I J. W. Corbett, R. B. Smith, and R. M. Walter, Phys. Rev.
114, 1452 (1959).' T. G. Nilan and A. V. Granato, Phys. Rev. 137, 1233 (1965).

4 M. I..Swanson and G. R. Piercy, Can. J.Phys. 42, 1605 {1964).' D. Thompson, T. Blewitt, and D. Holmes, J. Appl. Phys. 28,
742 (1957).

The geometrical arrangement of atoms constituting
the interstitial defect which migrates in stage I is still
being discussed.

Gold appears to be an anomalous material. The close-
pair annealing peaks in copper and silver as seen by
Palmer, Magnuson, and Koehler' in stage I are remark-
ably similar. However, Ward and Kauhan' and later
Bauer, DeI"'ord, Koehler, and KauGman~ found a very
complex annealing spectrum for gold in stage I.Koehler
and Leibfried have attempted to explain the difference
by supposing that the interstitial structure in gold,
di6ers from that existing in copper and silver.

J B. Ward and J. W. Kauliman, Phys. Rev. 123, 9(l (1960).
7 W. Bauer, J. W. DeFord, J. S. Koehler, and J. W. KauBman,

Phys. Rev. 128, 1497 (1962).
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